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Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja Storm 4. Is one of the best Naruto games on the new generation
consoles, and one of the best fighting games I've played. A must have for all Naruto fans and fans of
fighting games. The new generation consoles hold some of the best fighting games today. Graphics
have become a lot better and look is a major improvement over previous titles. In addition, there's
little to nothing in terms of plot, character development, or role-playing. Playable characters are

designed to look like their anime/manga counterparts, but theres not much else to them. Narutos
journey can be completed in any order and no matter which characters you pick, youre treated to a
similar story. For those who like anime or manga, there's pretty much no substance here to warrant
a purchase. If youre a die-hard fan who watches the show, play the game, and want to cosplay, then

its worth a shot, but theres better titles out there. Also, for those looking for an anime or manga-
themed game and dont know where to start, Ultimate Ninja Storm 4 is worth a look. Theres a good

story, well-implemented multiplayer options, exciting visual effects, and a decent roster of
characters. Parents need to know that Ultimate Ninja Storm 4 is an action/fighting game based on
the popular Naruto anime/manga series. Players can choose from more than 100 characters from

across the franchise to fight in arena-style hand-to-hand combat, using various martial arts skills and
supernatural abilities. Violence against other human characters is the core of the gameplay. There's
regular use of blood and violent scenes. While there's no overt sexual activity, some characters are
shown wearing revealing clothing and in suggestive poses. Theres no substance in this game, no

character development, no role-playing, and although theres no overt language, theres a fair amount
of humor.
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